Analysis of 33 GB virus C/hepatitis G virus (GBV-C/HGV) full or nearly full genome sequences revealed several putative inter-and intrasubtype recombinants. The breakpoints of the recombinant regions were mapped using a maximum-likelihood method, and the statistical significance for each region was tested using Monte Carlo simulation. The results were highly significant and provided evidence for the existence of complex mosaic genomes showing as many as nine recombination events, with breakpoints in the 5Ј UTR and in all of the coding regions except the short NS4b gene. Recombination was confirmed by separate phylogenetic analysis of the various recombinant regions and by Sawyer's runs test. Taken together, these findings demonstrate for the first time that recombination is common in natural populations of GBV-C and that it takes place both within and between subtypes. The wide-ranging implications of such nonclonal history for reconstructing the spread and timescale of GBV-C evolution are discussed.
Introduction
Recently, a new virus belonging to the family Flaviviridae was independently isolated by two different groups and designated GB virus C (GBV-C) (Simons et al. 1995) or hepatitis G virus (HGV) (Linnen et al. 1996) . Despite its original standing as a putative agent of hepatitis, GBV-C is unique among Flaviviridae infecting human beings (others include hepatitis C virus, dengue virus, and West Nile virus) in that it does not appear to be associated with disease (Fan et al. 1999) . Infection is especially widespread in populations at risk for blood-borne transmission (20% in patients who have received multiple transfusions, 30% in intravenous drug users) but is common even in healthy populations worldwide (1%-2% in blood donors in the United States and Japan) (Naito, Win, and Abe 1999) .
Phylogenetic analyses based mostly on 5Ј UTR sequences, although more recent analyses have used fullgenome sequences of isolates from around the world, have identified four genetic subtypes of GBV-C (type 1-4) with highly regional distributions (Muerhoff et al. 1997; Saito et al. 1999; Naito, Win, and Abe 1999; Naito, Hayashi, and Abe 2000) . Type 1 is common in Africa, types 3 and 4 are common in Asia, and type 2 is common in Europe and the United States. Moreover, a virus closely related to GBV-C circulates in chimpanzees (Adams et al. 1998) , while more distant homologs are present in New World monkeys (Bukh and Apgar 1997) . This phylogeographic pattern has led to suggestions that GB viruses have cospeciated with their primate hosts (Charrel, De Micco, and de Lamballerie 1999) and has been interpreted by some as evidence for an African origin of GBV-C that predates human migration out of that continent around 100,000 years ago (e.g., Tanaka et al. 1998; Suzuki et al. 1999) . Under this hypothesis, current phylogenetic relationships among GBV-C isolates may reflect ancient human population movements.
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In addition to providing a potentially important viral marker for human population history and a model system for the study of the evolution of nonpathogenic infectious agents, GBV-C is puzzling in a variety of ways. For instance, the apparently long timescale of GBV-C evolution in humans seems difficult to reconcile with the high evolutionary rates expected of RNA viruses, which would predict only residual sequence similarities after 100,000 years of evolution (Simmonds and Smith [1999] , but see Nakao et al. [1997] and Suzuki et al. [1999] for dramatically different substitution rate estimates for GBV-C inferred from the same data). An apparent conflict between high rates of nucleotide substitution and clear sequence similarities between viruses which may have cospeciated with their hosts has also been raised with respect to the primate lentiviruses (Sharp et al. 2000) . Furthermore, phylogenetic groupings among GBV-C isolates are often inconsistent across different regions of the genome, unlike related viruses such as hepatitis C virus (HCV) (Muerhoff et al. 1997; Smith et al. 2000) . This has led to extensive efforts to find small regions of the GBV-C genome that will faithfully replicate the phylogenetic trees produced using longer sequences and hence will aid typing schemes (e.g., Muerhoff et al. 1997; Smith et al. 2000) .
One fundamental evolutionary process that may have been overlooked in previous studies of GBV-C, and which could play a key role in determining its distinctive patterns of genetic diversity, is recombination. Several observations, including that (1) GBV-C infection is common, (2) infection is often persistent, and (3) homologous recombination is known to be a property of Flaviviridae viruses Worobey, Rambaut, and Holmes 1999) , led us to wonder what role, if any, recombination plays in the evolution of GBV-C. Although many RNA viruses are assumed to be clonal, their population structure could, in fact, range from truly clonal to effectively panmictic, depending on the extent of recombination . Establishing where a given virus falls along this continuum is not a trivial task, but it is important if we are to trust the results of phylogenetic analyses. If recombination has been sufficiently common to make a phylogenetic tree an inappropriate representation of evolutionary history, then inferences based on it must be treated with caution.
In this study, we collected published gene sequences of full and nearly full genomes of GBV-C and employed methods for detecting putative recombinants, for locating possible breakpoints, and for evaluating these results for statistical significance to test the hypothesis that GBV-C represents a clonal group of viruses. Our results indicate that GBV-C is not clonal.
Materials and Methods
The positive-sense RNA genome of GBV-C, about 9,400 nt in length, encodes a single polyprotein of approximately 2,900 amino acids comprising eight genes, in the order E1, E2, NS2, NS3, NS4a, NS4b, NS5a, and NS5b (Erker et al. 1996) . We collected 33 published full or nearly full genome sequences of GBV-C from GenBank with accession numbers and sequence names as follows: U36380, GBC-WAF; AB013500, GA128-GHA; AB003291, CG12LC-JAP; AF031827, T55875-USA; AB003289, CGO1BD-JAP; D87255, Iw-JAP; D90600, T110-JAP; U63715, EA-EAF; AF104403, AUQ-FRA; U45966, R10291-USA; U44402, PNF2161-USA; AF121950, Iowan-USA; AB013501, BL230-BOL; D87263, GSI93-JAP; AB008342, IM71-JAP; AB008335, K3732-JAP; AB003288, BG1HC-JAP; AB003290, CG07BD-JAP; AB003293, G13BD-JAP; D90601, T230-JAP; D87710, K1741-JAP; AF006500, GD-CHI; U94695, CN-CHI; U75356, C964-CHI; D87711, K1789-JAP; D87713, K2141-JAP; D87712-JAP, K1916-JAP; D87709, K1737-JAP; D87708, K606-JAP; D87715, K1775-JAP; AB003292, GO5BD-JAP; AB021287, MY14-MYA; AB018667, VT48-VIE. (The last three letters in each name indicate geographic origin of the isolate: WAF ϭ West Africa; GHA ϭ Ghana; JAP ϭ Japan; USA ϭ United States; EAF ϭ East Africa; FRA ϭ France; BOL ϭ Bolivia; CHI ϭ China; MYA ϭ Myanmar; and VIE ϭ Vietnam.) The sequences were aligned manually, and the alignment may be obtained from the authors on request.
Initially, we used exploratory tree analysis to look for evidence of conflicting phylogenetic signal within particular sequences (see Gao et al. [1998] for a similar approach). First, we reconstructed neighbor-joining (NJ) trees on 600-nt windows of the original alignment shifted in 300-nt increments, as well as for the full-length data set, with distances estimated using the HKY85 (Hasegawa, Kishino, and Yano 1985) model of DNA substitution. Methods correcting for site-specific rate heterogeneity were not employed at this point, since they would have greatly increased the time but not the quality of this analysis, which was intended only to identify sequences that dramatically changed phylogenetic position over the length of their genomes.
Such possible mosaic strains, which clustered with distinct groups in different regions of the full alignment, were then analyzed using diversity plots which show the similarity of a particular sequence across its whole length compared with different putative ''parents''-the related sequences it most closely resembles in certain regions (e.g., Gao et al. 1998; Worobey, Rambaut, and Holmes 1999) .
The putative recombinants recovered using these methods were then subjected to maximum-likelihood (ML) breakpoint estimation using the program LARD ; http:// evolve.zoo.ox.ac.uk). LARD finds optimal recombination breakpoints, given a sequence alignment of a putative recombinant and its two parents, by breaking the alignment into two parts and reconstructing a separate ML tree for each. For every possible partition of the alignment, the process is repeated, and the ML scores are combined to produce a ''recombination model'' score for that set of breakpoints. If recombination has occurred among the sequences, the highest score is expected when the alignment is broken at the actual recombination breakpoint, since the two trees reconstructed in this case best reflect the true phylogenetic history of the separate recombinant regions. Estimating the breakpoints in this manner leads to a natural test of their statistical significance: the recombination model likelihood score can be compared with the likelihood score for the unbroken alignment (i.e., the ''no-recombination model'') by a likelihood ratio test and a Monte Carlo approach using sequences simulated without recombination but with the observed levels of site-specific rate heterogeneity (see Holmes, Worobey, and Rambaut 1999; Worobey, Rambaut, and Holmes 1999) .
Because more than two putative parents were inferred in some cases, and this method becomes computationally intensive with longer sequences, the alignment was broken into nine overlapping fragments during LARD analysis. Except at the 5Ј and 3Ј ends, these fragments were 1,200 nt in length and overlapped neighboring fragments by 200 nt at each end. For each region analyzed, 200 simulated sequence alignments (used to generate null distributions for significance testing) were produced using ML parameter values estimated from the observed data (under the HKY85 model of nucleotide substitution, with transition : transversion ratios and shape parameters of the gamma distribution of amongsites rate heterogeneity estimated during tree reconstruction). All trees were produced using PAUP*, version 4 (Swofford 1998). The conflicting phylogenetic signal contained within the genomes of putative recombinants (i.e., those cases that showed a much greater improvement than expected by chance even when site-specific rate heterogeneity was accounted for) was then confirmed by bootstrap phylogenetic trees (10,000 replicates using NJ trees with distances estimated using the HKY85 model of DNA substitution).
Finally, to complement our phylogenetic approach to analyzing recombination, we applied Sawyer's (1989) runs test. This method, implemented in the package GE-NECONV (S. Sawyer, Department of Mathematics, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.) searches for unusually long fragments within an alignment over which a pair of sequences are identical or nearly identical, then assesses the significance of the hypothesis that the similar fragments arose by recombination by using randomly permuted data sets derived from the real alignment. For each fragment, the test calculates two P values: ''pairwise'' permutation P values represent the proportion of the permuted data having a score for a certain sequence pair greater than or equal to the real score for that pair; ''global'' permutation P values reflect the proportion of permuted alignments for which some fragment for some pair of sequences has a higher score than a particular fragment. We chose this test because it seemed better suited than the phylogenetic method described above to detecting large amounts of recombination among relatively similar viruses, such as those within a GBV-C subtype. In all cases, the default parameters were used with the following exceptions: indels were skipped, mismatches were tolerated (Gscale ϭ 1), and the thresholds used for global and pairwise P values were set at 0.05 and 0.01, respectively.
Results
Exploratory phylogenetic tree and diversity analyses revealed several possible recombinant sequences among the 33 in the alignment, including both putative intersubtype and putative intrasubtype recombinants. Possible intrasubtype recombinants were particularly numerous, with nearly every type 3 sequence, for instance, shifting topological position across its genome in a manner suggestive of recombination (data not shown). The tree for the full-length alignment, however, exhibited high bootstrap support for each of the four subtypes and placed the putative intersubtype recombinants decisively within individual subtypes ( fig. 1 ).
Subsequent analysis of the putative intersubtype sequences using LARD highlighted three, MY14-MYA, BL230-BOL, and C964-CHI, to be complex recombinants, each exhibiting more than one apparent recombination event (table 1). Each recombinant region was highly significant, having an observed likelihood ratio higher than any of the 200 likelihood ratios from the Monte Carlo simulated alignments for each region (P Ͻ 0.005). Both BL230-BOL and C964-CHI contained sequence from more than two sources, indicating multiple recombination events. The Chinese sequence C964-CHI was particularly impressive, showing no less than nine apparent recombination events and genetic material from at least four different sources covering three different subtypes. Although the impact of recombination on GBV-C remains an important unresolved question (Smith et al. 2000) , others have speculated that two of these sequences (C964-CHI and BL230-BOL) might be recombinant based on phylogenetic inconsistencies between their 5Ј and 3Ј regions Konomi et al. 1999) . A comparison of the mosaic sequences with a map of the GBV-C genome ( fig. 2 ) revealed recombination breakpoints within the 5Ј UTR, E1, E2, NS2, NS3, NS4a, NS5a, and NS5b regions. Phylogenetic trees with bootstrap support constructed from the various (concatenated) recombinant regions listed in table 1 clearly demonstrated that each of these sequences was a mosaic containing distinct regions with different phylogenetic histories. MY14-MYA ( fig. 3a) , a type 4 sequence over most of its genome, also contained regions of type 2 sequence. The 5Ј and 3Ј ends of BL230-BOL ( fig. 3b ) belonged to type 3, while the type 2 region in between also showed evidence of intrasubtype recombination. Trees for C964-CHI ( fig. 3c ) revealed regions of particularly high similarity to the type 2 isolate R10291-USA and the type 1 isolate GBC-WAF, again strongly supporting the conclusion that it was an intersubtype recombinant.
For two of the intersubtype recombinants, BL230-BOL and MY14-MYA, we were able to obtain information on the strategy of genome sequencing-specifically, the size and location of the individual fragments used to generate the full genome sequences (Kaneko et al. 1998; Konomi et al. 1999; Naito, Hayashi, and Abe 2000) . The lack of correspondence between the recombination breakpoints and the fragment boundaries argued strongly against the possibility that these mosaic genomes were the product of sequencing errors involving contaminated or multiply infected samples. Furthermore, the remarkable mosaic genome of C964-CHI shown in figure 2c , with four different sources of sequence and at least 17 distinct regions, was best explained by a history of recombination and not extensive laboratory error. Finally, each intersubtype recombinant was sequenced in a different laboratory and on a different continent than at least one of its parents. This observation, together with the lack of correspondence between recombination breakpoints and sequencing breakpoints, makes it very unlikely that these apparent recombinants represent laboratory contamination.
In addition to the intrasubtype recombination evident in BL230-BOL, two type 3 intrasubtype recombinants, K1916-JAP and K1789-JAP, were also characterized by the above methods ( fig. 2d and e), with P Ͻ 0.005 in both cases and results confirmed with bootstrap phylogenetic trees (data not shown). However, because these sequences were almost identical in their recombinant regions to otherwise divergent viruses, they were simply the most obvious of many apparent intrasubtype recombinants.
The results of the runs test on the full alignment of 33 sequences provided strong support for recombination in GBV-C: 407 fragments had pairwise P values Ͻ0.01, and 78 fragments had global P values Ͻ0.05. In the absence of recombination, we would expect no global P values Ͻ0.05 and very few pairwise P values Ͻ0.01 (randomized data yielded only zero global and five pairwise significant fragments). Significantly, the runs test results corresponded closely to those of the phylogenetic approach, in many cases identifying virtually identical sequence fragments as highly significant even though the two methods weighted mismatches slightly differently. Table 2 lists all the fragments with global P values Ͻ0.005 for the analysis of all 33 GBV-C sequences.
As expected, the runs test also identified many putative intrasubtype recombination events, especially in the well-represented type 3 group. The 17 type 3 sequences analyzed on their own produced 23 global significant and 98 pairwise significant scores (zero global and four pairwise significant scores for randomized FIG. 2.-Schematic diagrams of the GBV-C genome, the three intersubtype recombinant genomes, and two intrasubtype recombinant genomes. The polyprotein-coding region (partial core protein) starts from nucleotide 565, and the start of each gene region is marked (numbers are shown below the genome). The recombinant regions for (a) MY14-MYA, (b) BL230-BOL, and (c) C964-CHI correspond with table 1 and reveal the complex mosaic nature of these sequences. Comparison of these estimates with the GBV-C genome map confirms the presence of recombination breakpoints in all parts of the genome except the relatively small NS4b and 3Ј UTR regions. Two type 3 intrasubtype recombinants, (d) K1916 and (e) K1789, are also shown. data), while the 10 type 2 sequences produced 5 global and 17 pairwise significant scores (zero global and zero pairwise significant scores for randomized data). Moreover, 14 of the 17 type 3 sequences had fragments with pairwise scores higher than any of the 10,000 permuted data sets, and the remaining three had pairwise P values Ͻ0.005, suggesting that most, or perhaps all, of them have been affected by recombination.
Discussion
Our phylogenetic study produced strong evidence for recombination in GBV-C. Figure 3 shows that the methods we used to identify putative recombinants and putative breakpoints identified long, contiguous regions within individual genomes that undoubtedly belonged to different subtypes. MY14-MYA, for instance, is unambiguously a type 4 sequence in some regions and a type 2 sequence in others. This effect was just as clear when only synonymous third (and presumably neutral) sites were examined (data not shown). While some types of conflicting phylogenetic signal can be produced by processes other than recombination, there is no other known way in which such clearly partitioned conflicting mosaic patterns can arise.
Taken together, these results demonstrate for the first time that GBV-C is a recombinogenic virus. Moreover, they suggest that recombination may play a large role in shaping its genetic diversity. Several lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, the high number of confirmed mosaics in the data set shows that recombination can occur both within and between subtypes. Next, the results of Sawyer's runs test reflect a great deal of possible recombination, especially within subtypes. Finally, the existence of complex recombinants like C964-CHI and BL230-BOL, which evidently contain sequence originating from several sources, strongly implies a series of recombination events that would be unlikely unless this process were rather commonplace.
Failure to take recombination into account in GBV-C data sets may have seriously affected previous studies of the evolutionary history of this virus. For example, Simmonds and Smith (1999) found an excess of invariant synonymous sites in GBV-C coding regions compared with the frequency expected by chance, which FIG. 3. -Neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees with bootstrap percentages for the three intersubtype recombinants. The recombinant sequence for each tree is highlighted with a box. Branch lengths are drawn to scale. Regions corresponding to each parent were concatenated and are shown above each tree. a, MY14-MYA jumps from type 4 to type 2, with 100% bootstrap support for the conflicting regions. b, BL230-BOL moves from type 3 to type 2, being alternately most similar to one, then another type 2 sequence. c, C964-CHI groups with four different parents from three different subtypes, with 100% bootstrap support in each case. they estimated through simulations of sequence evolution. They suggested that this difference reflected large constraints imposed by RNA secondary structure on GBV-C genomic change and concluded that such constraints invalidated the use of the molecular clock for this and perhaps other RNA viruses. However, their simulated data sets, while reflecting observed transition : transversion ratios, base frequencies, and relative frequencies of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions, did not incorporate recombination or site-specific rate heterogeneity. Since recombination can dramatically inflate the apparent degree of rate heterogeneity, it is not surprising that this is essentially what their analysis of this recombinant virus revealed. It therefore seems premature to conclude that such results indicate important evolutionary constraints imposed by RNA secondary structure, as opposed to the effects of overlooked recombination.
The influence of recombination on patterns of genetic diversity also provides a plausible explanation for why phylogenetic trees reconstructed using small segments of the GBV-C genome do not always mirror those produced using longer sequences. This discrepancy stands in marked contrast to what is seen for hepatitis C virus, an apparently clonal relative, where analysis of a variety of subgenomic regions reproduces the phylogenetic relationships of full genomes (Smith et al. 2000) . One explanation proposed for this difference is that many GBV-C sites may have become saturated, thereby obscuring evolutionary relationships (Muerhoff et al. 1997) . However, since sequence divergence in GBV-C is less than that in HCV, it seems likely that recombination has played at least as important a role here in obscuring phylogenetic relationships. Hence, the desirability of finding small segments of the GBV-C genome that faithfully reproduce the potentially deceptive phylogenetic relationships inferred from complete genomes should be reconsidered.
Although it remains a matter of future research to precisely establish the ways in which recombination might bias estimates of population divergence times, it is likely that the process seriously affects the reliability of this virus as a marker for human population history. Previous approaches (e.g., Suzuki et al. 1999 ) that implicitly assumed a clonal history for GBV-C may have underestimated its age by ignoring the homogenizing effects of recombination. However, while correctly accounting for recombination may push back the perceived time depth of the GBV-C phylogeny, it is worth noting that its very ancient pedigree is still only an assumption. Despite the regional distributions of GBV-C genotypes, taken by some as evidence of an ''out of Africa'' diversification, most subtypes are found in diverse locations, and some areas exhibit the ''wrong'' subtype for their region. For example, a study of GBV-C in Vietnam and Myanmar (Naito, Win, and Abe 1999) revealed type 2 to be the most prevalent in these Southeast Asian countries, while the supposedly ''Asian'' types were less common.
Nevertheless, the fact that some identifiable subtypes of GBV-C have apparently arisen and persisted in the face of recombination is illuminating. Even if some of the recognized subtypes had a recombinant origin, and even if the gaps in the GBV-C phylogeny were eventually filled by strains that fell outside these subtypes, there is clearly some geographically associated population structure within worldwide GBV-C. This implies that recombination has not been pervasive enough to obscure all genealogical information within GBV-C. In other words, some subpopulations of the virus, although they may generally recombine freely within themselves, evidently have been isolated enough from one another in the past to accumulate characteristic differences. Whether increased mixing of human populations in the future may lead to sufficient opportunity for recombination to break down the current population structure is an open question.
Many phylogeny-based methodologies can fall afoul of unrecognized recombination, and the implications of this study apply generally to viruses and other organisms that are often analyzed as though they were clonal. For example, Sharp et al. (2000) demonstrated how incorporating estimates of site-specific rate heterogeneity can push back the estimated divergence times on the primate lentivirus tree, but they did not investigate the possibility that recombination could also affect these estimates. Likewise, inferences about demographic history drawn from the shapes of phylogenetic trees (e.g., Pybus, Holmes, and Harvey 1999) could also be compromised by recombination. Starlike gene genealogies, often interpreted as signatures of epidemic expansion, may actually reflect populations subject to high levels of recombination. Indeed, recombination, and not demographic history, may underlie the remarkably starlike tree of GBV-C ( fig. 1) . Although more work needs to be done investigating such concerns, the possibility that recombination has biased our reconstruction of population history should not be overlooked.
